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MILITARY SET TO LIFT BAN 

CBC; Well, two years ago Michelle Douglas and Joshua 

Burch(?) lost their jobs in the canadian Armed Forces; 

Joshua Burch because he was gay and Michelle Douqlas because she's a 

lesbian. Both Douglas and Burch are fighting their dismissals in court, 

and so far it looks like they're both winning, especially after yesterday 

when Tory MP Don Blenkarn confirmed that the Department of National 

Defence is planning to repeal its 71 year old order banninq gays and 

lesbians from the Armed Forces. It must now get through Cabinet and get 

approval there. That coul~ prove difficult. I spoke wit~ Michelle 

Douglas about the expected announcement. Here's what she told me at that 

time. 

MICHELLE DOUGLAS: I feel good today about thia decision by the 

military, and I hope thst when the final announcement 

nas been made that everything looks as qood as it does at this point. And 

I'm optimistic generally. I mean, everything that I've heard says that 

they will remove all the barriers for qays and lesbians in the canadian 

military. And that's just great! Obviously if there are any conditione 
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attached to that, you know, I'd like to see them and have a chance to 

really look at them. But on the aurface certainly I'm really excited 

about this. 

CBC : That was Michelle oouglaa. She was fired from her 

job with the militar y police in 1989 after DND discovered 

she w~e a lesbian. on the line with me now is Joshua Burch. Mr. Burch 

was given a medical discharge from his job three weeks after he told his 

commanding officer he was gay. Good morning, Mr. Burch, 

JOSHUA BURCH: 

CBC: 

the same way? 

BURCH: 

Good morning. 

Now, you probably heard Michelle say that this announce

ment is good news as far as she's concerned. Do you feel 

Yeah. Absolutely! It will be good news if it comes 

out the way it's been proposed. I think wh~t'a inter

esting and what's really distreesing to me is the development that came 

up yesterday since you were talking with Michelle, and that is that 

apparently what's happened now is the military is ready to change their 

policies and the big stumbling block now ia our government, is the 

Cabinet. That the military was ready to make this announcement yester

day and the Minister of Justice had roade recommendations to the Minister 

of Defence, who agreed; the Chief of the Defence Staff agreed. So the 

military was on line. They had the press releases ready to gc1. They had 

informed the Pentagon. And then I guess it hadn't been brought to 
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Cabinet and then at the last minute when Cabinet members say it they ~aid 

hold on here. 

CBC: 
so what do you think might happen? A complete reversal 

of what appeared to be a movement on the part ,,f DND? Or 

some sort of mid-movement? 

BURCH: well, I think there's too much intertia no~. •rhere's 

too much clarity in the fact that it's a necessity that 

they must change. It's too clear that it is unconstitutional. But, I 

suppose what I might expect coming out of the government now is a lot of 

delays and maybe some continued wrangling over exactly how they're going 

to deal with it. 

cac: What do you think the problem is here? I ••an, it 

appears that it's the political end of the spectrum 

that's having difficulty with it, as you suggest. Does that mean public 

opinion getting involved here? or is it purely along the lines of how 

you manage an armed force? 

PURCH: I don't think it's either, to tell you the truth. 

What I saw from CBC's report last night was interview• 

with a couple of Members, who would seem to be standing in the way. It's 

just clear cases of individual homophobia. It's the individuals them

selves, and the government can't see past their own prejudices. 
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CBC: Now, as ! understand it there's sort of two levels here 

of restriction, or up until this moment, on gays and 

lesbians in the Armed Forces. one is that total ban that I meJ,tioned off 

the top. It goes back generations, literally. And another is G 

res~riction, but a kind of you can be here but you can't have full access 

to promotions or to sensitive jobs kind of thing, that maybe g•::> back a 

decade or so. 

BURCH: Yeah, that's right. What it is is there's a set of 

regulations that govern& the day-to-day operation of the 

Forces, the canadian Forces Administrative orders. And one of the 

Administrative Orders, 19-20, says clearly that gays and lesbians will 

not be retained in the military. As oon aa they're ••• it's confirmed 

that a member is gay or lesbian they will be dismissed immediately. 

CBC: Now, your case, unlike Michelle, you actually volun

teered the information. rn Michelle's caea she was sort 

of ..• ehe told me almost hunted down, where in your case you told a 

physician, as I understand it. 

BURCH: No, actually I told my commanding officer first. 

Thinqs had been .•• thinq• had come up in my personal life 

that it seemed clear that ln order to not have to go through pains or 

whatever at work, that I'd have to come up with an explanation of what 

was going on with me, eo I confronted my commanding officer straight

forward and told him that I was gay. 
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Now they forced you out, as a result of that, uven 

though you had a couple of years of obligatory service 

Mhm. that's right. Basically what had ha.p~ned was 

I was put in the same position as Michelle. I •.• they 

applied this policy, the policy that they've been using for four or five 

years now, that .•. you see, they haven't used that Administrative Order 

that says they'll get rid of gays and lesbians. What they have been 

doing, I think has been even worse. rheir policy has been to not fire 

gays and lesbians but to not give them promotions, postings or career 

training. So I was put into this position. which is a very uncomfor

table position to be in the military. It means you're sitting as a dead 

end duck. And then what ••. once I was in that bad a position, they said 

to me well. if you don't like it you can quit. But at which point I 

realited hey. I've still got two years of obligatory service. And it was 

very clear that they weren't wanting to do me some kind of enormous 

favour by allowing me to quit even though l haa obliqatory service. 

The fact was they wanted to get rid of me but they didn't want to take 

responsibility for doing it. 

CBC: Mr. Burch, would you rejoin if thing ... if the air were 

to be cleared and there would be no question after this 

process, whatever it Is, is eompleted? 

BURCH : I'm not sure what I want precisely, along those l inea . 

But I'm thinking now tha t I will eontinue t hin cha llenge 
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of the military and their policies. Now, through the new avenues that 

have opened since Graham Haig and I won our Court decision two weeks ago 

which said that the Canadian Human Righta Act is unconstitutional in not 

providing protection for gays and lesbians. 

CBC: Okay, well we'll follow that development, and we thank 

you for sharing your feelingH with us this morning. 

BURCH: Oh sure, it was a pleasure. 

CBC: That was Joshua Burch. He used to be a pilot in the 

Armed Forces. He was discharged for medical reasons 

after telling his commanding officer he was gay. Joshua Burch is now 

studying psychology at the University of Ottawa. Officials at DND by the 

way refused to comment on this. They say the current policy against gays 

and leBbians has been reviewed but as yet there's no set date ~1hen 

changes to the policy will be announced . 
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